Optimize your Citrix Environment with Lakeside Software

Unmatched visibility to deliver the actionable insights you need

**Product features**

- Actionable insights powered by real-time digital experience and endpoint performance data
- Intelligent root cause analysis workflows and historical forensic analysis
- Detailed reporting for asset and resource usage
- Workspace analytics and health scores

Assess, implement, and optimize your Citrix environment with Lakeside Software

**Key product differentiators**

Lakeside’s patented distributed database architecture and robust data collection provide unmatched visibility into Citrix environments

01. Breadth, depth, and history of data collection and retention
02. Predictive insights for proactive problem resolution
03. Detailed reporting for estate health and transformation progress
04. Granular L3 troubleshooting and root cause analysis

**Key industries**

- Finance
- Insurance
- Retail
- Any large enterprises

Employees estimate they could be an average of 22% more productive with the right digital infrastructure and tools

Lakeside customers use automated scripts to reduce ticket MTTR up to 75% and ticket volume up to 25%

**Key benefits**

- Simplify transformation projects to plan and right-size Citrix deployments
- Reduce expenditures by reducing unused hardware and software
- Lower downtime, improve IT delivery, and deliver exceptional digital experiences

Visit lakesidesoftware.com to learn more